
	

	

RELEASE – August 30, 2016 

Fall 2016 Exhibitions at Esker Foundation 

Reception: September 16, 2016, 6-10 PM. All artists in attendance. Exhibitions: September 17-December 18. 

Cedric & Jim Bomford: The Traveller 

Like the vernacular and provisional architectural expressions found in resource camps, or in the initial building 
stages of both urban and rural communities referenced in previous work by Cedric Bomford, this large-scale 
interactive sculptural project takes early settler infrastructure as its foundation, in particular the eccentric 
buildings and machines that were built to perform a specific task, which would subsequently be discarded once 
the task was complete. Central to Bomford’s research are track-laying apparatuses known as 'pioneers': bare-
bones machines that would lay train tracks on prepared ground. The irony of this name is not lost on a 
contemporary audience savvy to revisionist thinking, which acknowledges that the building of Canada was done 
through the exploitation of land, people, and resources. Other research feeding into this project includes: the 
construction of the High Level Bridge in Lethbridge, Alberta; the 'nomadic' communities that followed the 
extraction of coal in the Alberta Rockies, including the miners who would uproot and move their houses and 
families to the next mining site; and the rocket test range in Churchill, Manitoba, now the site of the Churchill 
Northern Studies Centre.  

http://www.cedricbomford.com 

 

Photo: Construction of the Canadian Pacific Rail High Level Bridge at Lethbridge.  

Galt Museum & Archives, 19738126000 

 

Jasmina Cibic: Tear Down and Rebuild 

Working between London and Ljubljana, Jasmina Cibic is among a new generation of Slovenian artists whose 
practice, although acutely conscious of a specific national political, cultural, and artistic lineage, creates a very 
distinctive language of its own. 

Cibic’s films, sculptures, and performances focus on the mechanisms that assist in the creation of (trans)national 
myths. Esker Foundation is pleased to present several works of Cibic’s, including Tear Down and Rebuild (2015) 
and The Land In Which a Wide Space For National Progress Is Ensured (2015). 

Tear Down and Rebuild, the third chapter in the Spielraum series, features an all-female cast and frames its four 
characters (a Nation Builder, a Pragmatist, a Conservationist, and an Artist/Architect) as an extension of the 
architecture (the former Palace of the Federation in Belgrade) and its fittings. The film’s dialogue is comprised of 
quotations drawn from various political speeches, debates, and proclamations on iconoclasm of architecture, art, 



	

	

and monuments—the language that endorsed demolition and redesign, and subsequently aided in the creation of 
new displays for ensuing nation-states or ideological positions throughout the 20th and 21st centuries. 

http://jasminacibic.org 

 

Jasmina Cibic: detail of the performance Show the Land in Which a Wide Space for National Progress is Ensured, 
2015, Salon of the Museum of Contemporary Art Belgrade, 2015. Photo: Boris Burić 

 

Jasmina Cibic, Nada Act II (1403), 2016. Courtesy of the artist. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



	

	

Larissa Fassler: CIVIC. CENTRE. 

For Larissa Fassler, observing, describing, and naming are strategies to make different realities visible, an 
approach she believes leads to a deeper understanding of a place, or that counters assumptions, blindness, or 
even refusals to see reality. For the past ten years, Fassler has been making map-drawing hybrids and objects of 
urban spaces that comfortably exist between models, sculptures, and relational actions. Her work is developed 
using a self-mapping exercise, walking, counting, and note taking, often charting the same territory multiple 
times, which generates a series of interpretations of the same space that differ in precision, dimensions, and 
proportions. These notations are then transcribed or modeled to activate each layer of architectural detail, 
advertising slogan, conversation, action, or census-like observations of highly complex public sites. 

 

CIVIC. CENTRE. brings together four bodies of work: Les Halles, where fragments of Paris’s Le Forum des Halles 
(1979 – 2011) are rebuilt in miniature with its stains, scratches, dark corners, and empty storefronts replicated 
with precision; Gare du Nord, a number of paintings and sculptures that examine the migration, regulation, and 
architectural legacy of Paris’s Gare du Nord train station; Palace/Palace, an investigation into the demolition of 
the Palast der Republik and the planned reconstruction of the Berlin Stadtschloss, and a new series developed 
out of Fassler’s observation of the public and semi-public zones of Calgary’s civic downtown. This is Larissa 
Fassler’s first major exhibition in Canada. 

http://www.larissafassler.com/startside.html 

 

 

Larissa Fassler, Gare du Nord IV, (detail) 2014-15.  

Courtesy of the artist. 

 

Larissa Fassler, CIVIC.CENTRE, in progress, Berlin, 2016.  

Courtesy of the artist. 



	

	

 
 
 
In the Project Space 
 
July 25 – Oct 23 

Caitlin Thompson: Dandy Lines 

Dandy Lines is an exhibition of cosmic country embroidery that references Western fashion through the cyclical, 
transformative theories of craftwork and animation. It revisits the histories of the decorative and brings to the 
surface tensions between labour and identity, the body and the psyche.  
 
Richly ornamented cloaks simultaneously project and imbed images of nature and the unnatural: their void 
interiors await a body for transformation; their heads have been severed, freeing the imagination into the 
frontier. Embroidered images are pulled from animation sequences that reference nature, but a nature that 
unnaturally exists between the animate and the inanimate. The cloaks sit atop wooden sculptures modeled after 
Western animal-objects: the barrel bull, the rocking horse, and the chuck wagon. The human body has replaced 
the animal and simultaneously acts as both the driver and the rider. The sculptures become extensions of the 
body; their repetitive motions mimic the looping animation sequences of embroidery. Decoration and surface 
adornment also act as an extension of the boundaries of the body: designs and symbols project outward and 
reflect an interior identity. By combining the Romantic era dandy of nature and individualism with the New 
Romantic notion of the unnatural, Western identity is here presented as a mythic space of continual  
transformation. 
 
http://caitlinthompson.ca 
 

 
 
Caitlin Thompson, Dandy Lines, 2016.  
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